DISPROVING EINSTEIN’S THEORY, MY HYPOTHESIS & OTHER SCIENTISTS’ BELIEFS

Abstract:
"I believe that energy is equal to the force of the velocity of mass accelerating. Also, the C in Einstein’s equation was applied to speed of light in a vacuum, the vacuum being an isolated universe when the universe isn’t completely isolated. If Einstein’s theory was partially correct, the closest estimation would be E equals MC^2^2+PC^2, where P equals the momentum of the object", Andrew Nassif.

Text:
This idea is so revolutionary that it can change the way we view physics forever. Einstein’s theory is based on the idea that space is curved, when it obviously isn’t. Other scientist earlier in history including: Albert A. Michelson, Robert A. Millikan, Louis Essen, Ernest Rutherford, Herbert Ives, Ernst Mach, Nikola Tesla all have said Einstein’s theory is incorrect. For example, in the Ives-Stilwel experiment, Ives used a particle accelerator to test his theory, but with no classical measurements. He used relativistic measurements instead which made an incorrect theory look correct. This idea made by Andrew Nassif will help us understand Theoretical Physics and Quantum Physics more. Also since the laws of relativity aren't fully correct in that theoretical since this means that many other theories made based on that measurement could also be incorrect as the universe does constantly expand even up in the heavens. However Andrew believes that since matter can't be destroyed nor created the Big Bang couldn't have have happened, making it highly illogical. This means that there must have been someone or something there that existed before matter existed aka God. Most scientists however, consider this a form of Christian Science or an illogical hypothesis when the hypothesis has been proved logically itself. With the universe constantly expanding through a creator it remains non isolated. Also another thing about the Big Bang is where is the Carbon that is supposed to be exposed in earth’s elements. People who agree with this case include Jacob Barnett and astronomer Thomas Scott Zolotor. Now looking at these two theories or hypothesis that we can look about the possibility of a new foundation in Physics. Also experiments such as the Sagnac Effect, and Meta theories in physics all contradict Einstein’s Theory as correct.
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